[Spatial organization of the (H3-H4-H2A-H2B)2 histone octamer].
Structure of the (H2A-H2B-H3-H4)2 histone octamer isolated from calf thymus chromatin at ionic strength 0.1 to 4.0 M NaCl, pH 7.6, was studied spectrofluorometrically. Sensitivity of lambda max tyrosine fluorescence position to structural changes of histone oligomers and to the processes of their association was shown. It were detect two ranges of cooperative changes in histone optical parameters at 0.6-1.4 M NaCl (transition I) and at 2.4-3.4 M NaCl (transition II): Transition I corresponds to the formation of equilibrium system (hexamer) + (dimer) in equilibrium octamer. Transition II corresponds to the structural changes of the histone octamer. Thus, fluorescence anisotropy increases, lambda max for fluorescence spectrum is shifted to the longer wavelengths, contributions of two components to fluorescence decay change, a fraction of fluorescence accessible to the quenching by I- decreases. Histone octamer formation is characterized by making specific contacts between the (H2A-H2B) dimer and (H3-H4)2 tetramer. These contacts are realized at gradual changing of ionic strengths (by dialysis). In the case of abrupt local changes of the environment the process is irreversibly shifted to formation of unspecific high molecular aggregates. The important function role for energetically degenerated states of histone oligomers, energy barriers between which can be overcome by changing total conditions of histone microenvironment in chromatin is discussed.